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COf4PUTER-GENERATEDHOVJ:S AS AN ANALYTICTOOL

by

Raymond L. Elliott
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT

One of the problems faced by the users of large, sophisticated
modeling programs at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) is
the analysis of the results of thair calculations. One of the more
productive and frequently spectacular ❑ethods is the production of
comPuter-generated movies. This Paper presanta ●n overview of the
generation of computer ❑ovies at LASL. The hardware, software, and
generation techniques are briefly discussed.



A number of prcqrams at the Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory (LASL) are concerned
with the model, u of physical phenomena as a
function of tin,c. The applications vary
tremendously from the collision of atoms to
the depletion af an oil reservoir; from the
modeling of an ion accelerator to cooling of
● metal mold; from the detonation of high
explosives to the emergency cooling of a
reactor vessel. These activities, plus many
others, have several things in common. They
●ll are ❑odeled on large computers, are time
dapendent, and use computer graphics to
interpret the results.

The people involved with these programs
❑ake ●xtensive uae of computers and are faced
with the continuing problem of interpreting
the results of their calculations. A common
method is to generate volumes of computer
listings. These are not readily assimilated
●nd are of limited use (other than to serve
notice to supervisors that people are produc-
ing results, i.e., something that can be
touched). Another common method to is gen-
erate graphic plots of parameters. These can
be on ❑icrofiche, microfilm, paper, or graph-
ics terminals. For interpreting computer
results, a picture is worth much more than a
thousand numbers. Frequently, the user is
able to understand his calculations with a
faw plots since a large amount of information
is presented in a concise, ●asy-to-understand
form. This is sufficient for many applica-
tions. For others, another technique is used
(and, in many cases, required), i.e., the
production of computer-generated movies,
which typically show the modeling of physioal
phenomena as a function of time. .

Computer-generated movies are used pri-
❑arily in two ways. They are used as an ana-
lytic tool in the interpretation of computer
calculations. They are also used to report
results of the computer calculations to
management and other Interested people.
These reports are typically much better
received than a pile of paper. The content
of the movie varies depe~dlng on its intended
use. In general, movies used as analytic
tools contain a large amount of information
and must be viewed repeatedly tti Rather that
information. A movie used to show results to
others should be simple e:lough to be under-
stood at a single showing.

Computer-generated movies are mede by
producing each frame separately. Any plot-
ting utility may be used to specify the lines
●nd symbols that are used to draw each frame.
The computer proqram that generates the data
for the movie writes the information for
every line and symbol for ●very frame on a
fild or set of files. For a complex movie,
the files may contain ?.ens of millions of
oomputer words. Files nre process~d on a
microfilm recorder that reads the data from
the fila, draws the picture on a cathode-ray
tube (CRT), and ●xposc~ the film. The movies
are generally produced on Ifi-mm film, how-
●ver, it is possible to generate 35-mm film.
Color is produced by pls-ing computer-
controlled color filters in the optic path
between the CRT and the film.

Computer-generated movies are expensive.
They require significant amounts of computer
time, microfilm recorder time, sPecial



viewing ●quipment, ●nd people time. Is it
worth the cost? Moat &sers find the benefits
m. substantial and ●re worth far more than
the cost. Some have made the generation of
■ovies an integral part of their research
prooess.

There are m?ny techniques currently in
uee to minimize the coat, while retaining all
the desired information. One technique is to
process only ● s ❑any framea ●a needed to
describe the problem. Many processes can be
sufficiently described in ebout one or two
hundred frames. At ● projection rate of 16
framea/aeoond, the movie will be 6 to 12
seconds long. However, this is insufficient
viewing time to interpret the reaulta. One
tiolution to this problem ia to generate mul-
tiple copies of each frama or to ganerate
interpolated frames to make the movie any
length desired. A far simpler and leas
●xpensive solution is to view the movie on a
variable spaed, reversible projector--slowing
down to one frame per second if rieaded or
●topping and reversing to ●xamine an
interesting segment of the movie. 4 variable
speed, rev~raible projector is a wise invest-
●ent i.f one la generating computer ❑ovies
regularly.

Another technique usad en some of the
longer running production programs is the
generation of a data file and poatprooessing
this file to make a movie. The file containa
data acts saved at varioua times during the
eaeoution of the parent problam. Each data
aet contains those paramete-a the user needs
to interpret his results. Thus, the file
contains enough information to describe the
oomplete computer calculation of a miven
problem. The problem times of the data sets
need not be on a fixed interval. This
enablea one to save little data when the
●ction la smooth and much data when the
●ction is turbulent. The postprocaasinu
movie program generat~s frames on a fixed
interval using interpolation when needed.
Hany versions may lo uenerated from the same
data file using different problem parameters
●nd plotting techniques, thus giving the user
❑any ways to look at hia data. Also, data
from different computer ru~s may be combined
to give problem comparisons. Aa a side bene-
fit, the user can take advantage of an
interactive graphics system to look at and
❑edify pictures made from this data prior to
making the movies.

Some users take advantage of another
technique in their movie generation. They
simply put aa much information as possible on
●aoh frame. This results in movies with many
distinct plots on saparate erees of the
frame. Each plot may become very complex.
This naturally results in a movie that con-
taina a very large amount of information and
❑ust be vieued many times to assimilate the
information. This technique provides another
way to correlate the interaction of many
parameters during the course of a computer
run.

Most aomputer-generated movies use
oolor; the ‘incremental cost over black and
white is small. Color provide~ an easy way
to present mor= Information! per frame. It is
used to highlight areas of interast. and to
show more features, such as material
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differences, contour line irlentificaLion, and
problem conditions. The uses of color are as
varied as the applications and hav” become an
essential tool in those applicat~mls.

The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory has
a number of movies containing computer-
generated segments that are used as reports
on various activities. Most of these seg-
ments were initially generated as a part of
the analysis of computer output. These
movies demonstrate a variety of techniques
for problem analysis. The films may be bor-
rowed for short periods for educational,
nonprofit, and noncommercial screening.
Computer-generated movies such as these are
playing an ever increasing role in the
interpretation of the results of computer
calculations and are becoming one of the more
powerful tools aveilable to scientists at the
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.



REFERENCES

COHPUTER-GENERATEDMOVIES

FILM-Y-264 THREE-DIMENSIONALCOMPUTER
STUDIFS. 1973

Color, sound, showing time 3 1/2
❑inutes.

This film demonstrate the use of
computer-generated movies as an ●id in
the interpretation of computer calcule-
tionm.

FILM-Y-269 PHYSICA!. SIWJLATIOtlS WITH
COMPUTER COLORGENERATIONS.
1975

Celor, sound, showing time 6
■inutes.

This film demonstrates the computer
display of the same problem in three
diffarent way8: Mesh Plct, Contour
Plot, and 3D laometrio Plot.

FILM-Y-271 SOLAR ARCHITECTURE. 1975
Color, sound, showing time 4 1/2

❑inutes.
This film demonstrates the use of

three-dimenaionel computer graphics to
●ohieve the best solar collector orien-
tation during wchitectural planning.
The Nationel Security and Resources
Study Center at Los Alamoa la the eaam-
P1O used.

FILM-Y-281 COMPUTERHOVIES AID TO ENERGY
RESEARCH. 1975

Color, sound, showing time 10
❑inutes.

This film akows four areas of
●nergy rasearch where computer-g~neraterl
notion pioturea are used in design c~n-
aiderations. The four areas are: High
Powered Laser Pulses, Solar Heating and
Cooling, Laaer Fusion Powe’” Planta, and
Pollution Studies of Power Plant Stacks.

FILM-Y-’B5 MATRICES AND THEIR SINGULAR
VALUES. 1976

Col~r, sound, showing time 6 1/2
minute?.

9sing oomputer graphics, a visual
●a ,Aall as oral ●xplanation is made con.
eerning the importance of matrices in
the solution of certain types of prob-
lems. The actuel solution procedure is
discussed and visually demonstrated.

FILM-Y-360 THERMALANALYSIS IN HOLD
DESIGN. 1977

Color, sound, showing time 4
❑inutes.

All of the visuals in this short
film were produced by cuiiiiiu~er. These
graphics repres~nt the mathematical
modeling of experiments in mold design.
Tha developmental history of ● specific
mold is uaad to demona:rate the proaeas.

To borrow the~e films write to:
Loa Alafnos Scientific Laboratory
Attention: Report Librarian
P.O. BOX 1663, MS 364
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545
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